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Abstract—Wireless Network-on-Chip (WiNoC) is a viable so-
lution to overcome critical bottlenecks in on-chip communi-
cation backbone. However, standard WiNoC approaches are
vulnerable to multi-path interference introduced by on-chip
physical structures. To overcome such parasitic phenomenon, this
paper presents an adaptive digital transceiver, which enhances
communication reliability under different wireless channel con-
figurations. Based on a semi-realistic wireless channel model,
we investigate the impact of using some channel correction tech-
niques. Experimental results show that our approach significantly
improves Bit Error Rate (BER) under different wireless channel
configurations. Moreover, our adaptive transceiver allows for
wireless communication links to be established in conditions
where this would not be possible for standard transceiver
architectures. The proposed architecture, designed using a 28-
nm FDSOI technology, consumes only 3.27 mW for a data rate
of 10 Gbit/s and has a very small area footprint.

Index Terms—Wireless Network-on-Chip, Communication Re-
liability, Adaptive Digital Transceiver Architecture

I. INTRODUCTION

The number of cores integrated into current system-on-chip
(SoC) architectures is still expected to grow significantly in
the future. The Network-on-Chip (NoC) paradigm has been
proposed as a solution that can scale with the number of cores.
However, with technology scaling and performance limitation
of metal interconnects in advanced technologies, the number
of cores interconnected by a NoC is reaching a limit. Further-
more, critical bottlenecks are created due to multiple unicast
and multicast/broadcast network traffic schemes, thus highly
increasing latency and power consumption. To deal with these
issues, new interconnect technologies have emerged, e.g., 3D-
NoC [1], RF Interconnects (RF-I) based on waveguides [2],
Optical NoC [3] and Wireless NoC [4].

Wireless Network-on-Chip (WiNoC) peculiarly fulfills sys-
tem feasibility and flexibility to overcome limitations of stan-
dard wired communications. However, the reliability of wire-
less links is not enough explored and remains an important and
unsolved issue. For instance, current WiNoC works rely on a
simplistic wireless propagation channel, which only considers
path loss through free space and Additive White Gaussian
Noise (AWGN). Nevertheless, physical structures and silicon
properties can easily introduce parasitic phenomena (e.g.,
multi-path propagation), especially when communication data
rate is aiming at several tens of gigabits per second. Further-
more, since cache coherence is a protocol commonly supported

by NoCs, various communication scenarios are important to be
considered during the wireless network design, such as many-
to-one, all-to-one and multiple-unicast. As a consequence,
multiple channel access is also a meaningful issue to be solved
by WiNoC systems to take full advantage of wireless links.

In this paper, we propose a reconfigurable digital transceiver
architecture with efficient support of unicast/broadcast, many-
to-one, all-to-one, and multiple unicast communication pat-
terns, adopting some configurable channel compensation tech-
niques. We show that it is required to adapt the transceiver
configurations according to these different communication
patterns, in order to improve WiNoC performance, especially
when facing a semi-realistic wireless channel. Furthermore,
the design adopted provides low complexity, sustains low bit-
error-rate, minimal data transfer latency and reasonable power
requirements. Indeed, each configuration is intended to be used
according to network traffic requirements.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
highlights the main limitations in the state-of-the-art of cur-
rent WiNoC architectures. Section III shows the general
WiNoC architecture used in this work. Section IV presents
the adopted semi-realistic channel model. In Section V, we
study the channel cancellation techniques to overcome multi-
path propagation, as well as the adopted technique to provide
multiple channel accesses. In Section VI, we propose a new
transceiver architecture. Finally, in Section VII, we show some
performance and synthesis results of the proposed architecture
before to conclude in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

Conventional Network-on-Chip architectures forward data
packets through several or many routers/switches. The multi-
hop nature of this type of topology contributes significantly
to power consumption and latency overheads due to data
transfers. WiNoCs were proposed as a promising solution due
to their one-hop nature of data transfer, seamless integration
with current chip fabrication process and scalablility of the
network with ever-larger number of cores. However, since
current wireless transceiver overheads are not negligible, the
architecture adopted for WiNoCs is mostly hybrid and typi-
cally combines wireless and electrical interconnects.

The modulation scheme adopted by most WiNoC solutions
is On-Off Keying (OOK). Providing low complexity design



implementation compared to other modulation schemes. The
transceivers designed with this modulation are based on co-
herent [5] or non-coherent [6] detection with hard decision
avoiding the use of analog-to-digital converter (ADC). Indeed,
other modulation schemes (BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM, etc.)
can provide better spectral efficiency and higher resilience to
channel interference, but at the cost of consuming much more
power and area than OOK.

Most contributions in the WiNoC research field are oriented
to demonstrate that WiNoCs can overcome limitations of
conventional NoC architectures for core-to-core [7], and core-
to-memory communications, e.g., in the case of cache co-
herency [8]. Contributions have also investigated different net-
work topologies to take advantage of long distance links [7].
Additionally, there is a substantial body of work analyzing
the impact of allowing multiple parallel channel accesses to
improve bandwidth, average packet energy and communica-
tion latency. These approaches mainly divide the channel by
creating multiple isolated spaces (SDM) [9], by frequency
(FDM) [10], using orthogonal frequencies (OFDM) [2], [11],
and adopting channelization codes (CDM) [12]. However, each
parallel channel access method comes with some challenges to
be implemented in WiNoC, such as early network saturation,
several band-pass filters, frequency synthesizers, (inverse) fast
Fourier transform blocks and ADCs.

Current WiNoC architectures are evaluated using very sim-
ple wireless channel model, i.e., considering AWGN as the
only impairment in the communication. However, the AWGN
model is not representative of actual intra-chip wireless chan-
nels. In particular, it does not consider the frequency selectivity
and time behavior of WiNoC for isotropic antennas, such as
multi-path propagation and bandwidth limitation. Few prior
works have introduced some interesting channel features that
could have been considered for WiNoC simulations. For in-
stance, a two-ray signal propagation and molecular absorption
attenuation (MAA) were introduced in [13] and [14], respec-
tively. Further, a proof-of-concept study was performed in [15]
using isotropic integrated dipole antennas in ka band (26-
40 GHz). This study proves the multi-path nature of WiNoC
channel, as well as the problems related to silicon properties.

III. WINOC ARCHITECTURE

For NoC architectures, hybrid interconnects are more suit-
able designs to improve throughput, power consumption, and
scalability than using only one interconnect type. This premise
is demonstrated in WiNoC state-of-the-art where several ap-
proaches combine wired/wireless and optical/wireless [16]
solutions. Combining wireless links with another interconnect
solution allows for the number of embedded cores to be easily
scaled and latency and power to be improved. This is due
to the natural support of broadcast/multicast communication
traffic in wireless links, which is especially difficult with a
large number of cores (e.g., 256 – 1024).

To manage the wireless channel, WiNoC solutions require a
wireless interface (WI), typically connected to a conventional
NoC router. This WI is divided into analog and digital parts.

Current analog part typically comprises an OOK transceiver
supporting 16 Gb/s data rate. The digital part includes a
serializer/deserializer (SER/DESER) module and a wireless
network access controller. Nevertheless, this basic WI only
supports unicast or broadcast communications in a given time
slot.

As power overhead limits the number of wireless links,
creation of clusters (subnetworks of processing elements)
is necessary during the topology design. Each cluster typ-
ically incorporates a single WI connected to one or sev-
eral router/switches of the electrical NoC. However, multiple
switches connected around the WI improves efficiency of
the access to the wireless point from different cluster areas.
The general WiNoC architecture considered in this work is
depicted in Fig. 1. The wired interconnect network connects
all the cores using a mesh topology. N clusters of M cores are
distributed homogeneously on the chip with one WI connected
to four routers. This configuration can easily scale with the
number of cores embedded on the chip. Moreover, this kind
of WiNoC architecture was already experimentally analyzed
in [17] using a wired 16 × 16 mesh topology. The authors
show that a wireless link utilization of 48% for real traffic
scenarios leads to significant latency and energy improvements
compared to an electrical-only NoC.

Fig. 1. Wireless interface distribution among a clustered WiNoC hybrid
topology with N clusters of M cores.

IV. CHANNEL MODELING

The WiNoC channel must be modeled considering the
parasitic phenomena introduced by the physical structure and
electrical properties of all the components inside the chip and
by the chip package [14]. Therefore, the design of an accurate
channel model for WiNoC applications is important but it is
also a complex task. However, contrary to standard wireless
communications, in WiNoC, the propagation medium can be
characterized according to the chip fabrication process and
considered as stationary.

Wave propagation properties over intra-chip wireless chan-
nels have been analyzed in [18], creating different ray paths
through the silicon wafer. Demonstration of three wave prop-
agation types (space, surface and guided wave) are analysed
in [19] using different antenna types and surrounding elements



between the transmission and reception antenna. Besides, their
analysis proves that the dominant path is propagated through
the surface rather than the space.

The results presented in this paper are based on a semi-
realistic channel model for intra-chip wave propagation de-
rived from [14], [18], [19]. The channel impulse response
(CIR) representation considers two main propagation paths:
direct and reflected path. The direct and reflected path are
separated in time by one symbol duration.The reflected path
is generated by the edges of the chip. The amount of energy
preserved by the reflected path after to be rebounded by the
chip-edge structures, mainly depends of the physical structures
and substrate losses. A rough approximation of this preserved
energy was performed in [20], defining this energy as a ratio
(α) between the amplitudes of the reflected and the direct
path. In the rest of the paper, this ratio is considered as
α = 60% which, according to [20], corresponds to the worst
condition of a channel without any mechanism to avoid chip-
edge reflections.

V. CHANNEL COMPENSATION TECHNIQUES

As discussed in Section IV, intra-chip wireless propagation
channel is affected by multi-path interference. Nevertheless,
to the best of our knowledge, current WiNoC transceiver
solutions do not incorporate any channel compensation mecha-
nism considering different communication traffics. In [20], the
author introduce a WI with different multi-path cancellation
techniques which only supports many-to-one wireless commu-
nication patterns. In this paper, we propose a reconfigurable
digital transceiver that is able to compensate for channel in-
terference considering unicast/broadcast and multicast require-
ments. As compensation efficiency closely depends on the
channel cancellation technique adopted, this solution employs
a channel compensation technique according to the channel
access configuration. This work complementary relies on a
technique oriented to unicast/broadcast communication and a
second one adapted to multiple channel accesses in parallel.

A. Decision Feedback Equalizer

The decision feedback equalizer (DFE) is an effective
technique for detection of signal affected by noise and inter-
symbol interference (ISI). As shown in Figure 2(a), the general
structure of a DFE consists of a feedforward filter (FFF), a
feedback filter (FBF) and a symbol detector [21]. Computation
of FFF and FBF by methods operating entirely in the time
domain has been widely studied in standard wireless commu-
nication literature [22]. This time domain analysis is performed
to model both filters using the finite impulse response (FIR)
transverse form. In this work, the DFE technique is used only
for single channel access, since its performance is affected by
decision errors and that any erroneous decision is propagated
in the system, thus affecting the upcoming signal corrections.

As mentioned in Section IV, the WiNoC channel is time-
invariant, causal and stable. Therefore, the DFE structure could
be simplified without the FFF block and the form shown in

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. (a) General DFE structure, (b) Adopted DFE.

Fig. 2(b) is adopted. Consequently, the correction signal w[n]
is subtracted from the sampled received signal x[n]. Then the
corrected signal y[n] = x[n] − w[n] is passed to a decision
block whose output signal ŷ[n] is given by

ŷ[n] =

{
1 y[n] ≥ Vth

0 y[n] < Vth

where Vth is the threshold defined by the transmission system.
The signal ŷ[n] is the input signal of an FIR filter of length
Mh with coefficients ci, which generates the correction signal
w[n]. The filter coefficients ci are equal to the coefficients of
the channel impulse response and Mh is also the length of the
CIR. As an example, following the channel model discussed in
Section IV, the filter is specified by Mh = 2, c0 = 0, c1 = α,
and ci = 0, ∀ i ≥ 2.

B. Time Diversity Scheme

The Time Diversity Scheme (TDS) is based on Direct-
Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) modulation technique,
which allows to take advantage of the multiple copies of
the same signal created by the propagation channel. The
effectiveness of this technique lies in the fact that each
copy differs in time by one symbol (chip) duration. TDS is
recognized as an efficient technique to compensate for channel
interference in WiNoC communications [20]. However, unlike
the architecture proposed in [20] assigning a dedicated code
for each cluster, in this work, the codes are assigned dynam-
ically, allowing us to easily manage the different multicast
configurations.

The receiver architecture correlates the input data signal
x[n] with L code sequences delayed by i = 0 . . . L − 1
chip periods. The L correlator outputs are combined using
a diversity combining rule with their respective weighting
coefficients (Gi).

VI. PROPOSED WIRELESS INTERFACE ARCHITECTURE

Digital part of conventional WI is significantly modified to
comply with the proposed adaptive techniques. Fig. 3 depicts
the architecture of the proposed adaptive transceiver. An ADC
is required to implement channel correction mechanisms and
support multiple channel access. This ADC is constrained to
have a low impact on area and power consumption. Therefore,
the bit resolution and sampling frequency should be as low
as possible, while keeping system integrity. Consequently,
the ADC block adopted in this work is a 10 Giga-samples-
per-second time-interleaved successive approximation register



(SAR) [23]. Providing eight 4-bit words in parallel at 1.25
GHz corresponding to eight consecutive samples.

Fig. 3. Enhanced digital-domain transceiver architecture.

A. Adaptive Wireless Access

To take advantage of communication patterns and traffic
variations, the wireless access is adaptive. In our case, adap-
tivity means that according to the communication scenarios
(unicast, broadcast/multicast), the channel can be reserved by
one or multiple WIs. In addition, each wireless node uses
a half-duplex operation to avoid signal cancellation, self-
interference, and to simplify the OOK transceiver design. The
WIs are configured in transmission or reception mode ac-
cording to system communication requirements. Fig. 4 depicts
the different communication patterns that could be supported
by the proposed adaptive wireless interface design. In this
example, the hybrid topology has N = 4 clusters distributed
on the chip, each one with one WI placed in the center
of cluster. Increasing the number of cluster beyond N = 4
follows the same principle for the communication patterns.

Fig. 4. Wireless communication patterns for a clustered WiNoC hybrid
topology with N = 4 clusters.

Parallel Mode: The parallel mode corresponds to many-to-
one, all-to-one, and multiple unicast communications, where
several WIs require to use the wireless channel at the same
time. In this case, a synchronous DSSS technique based on
channelization codes is configured in each WI to allow for
parallel communications. The maximum number of parallel
communication is defined as N−1 clusters (all-to-one mode),
with at least one cluster as a receiver. Once the number of
source and destination clusters are defined, the available codes

are selected randomly by each WI. These codes are released
when all data are transmitted to the destination nodes.

Unicast/Broadcast Mode: In the second mode, unicast or
broadcast communication is used. Therefore, one transmitter
and one receiver (unicast) or multiple receivers (broadcast) are
configured in the wireless network. As the channel does not
need to be shared with other transmitters, no channelization
code is necessary to forward information to the destination
nodes. In this mode, the DFE compensation technique is used
to enhance communication link reliability.

B. Digital Transmitter Architecture

As depicted in the upper part of Fig. 3, the transmitter is
composed of three blocks: SER(32:1/8), DSSS encoder, and
SER(8:1). A serializer SER(n:m) is a shift register having an
input on n bits issued at a clock fi which is serialized on
an m-bit output at a clock fo = n.fi/m. The SER(32:1/8)
has two outputs on 1 bit and 8 bits, which are activated
according to system requirements. In case of unicast/broadcast
communication, the SER(32:1/8) 8-bit output is multiplexed
into the SER (8:1) block. Otherwise, when channel multiple
access is required, the SER (32:1/8) 1-bit output and DSSS
encoder blocks are activated by the controller.

The DSSS encoder is very simple, since composed of a
register initialized by the considered 8-bit channelization code
(Cj) or its complement, according to the input data being
equal to 1 or 0, respectively. This encoder relies on the code
Cj selected by the controller during the configuration phase.
On the router/switch side, the output ports connected with the
SER(32:1/8) block have an increased RF buffer depth of 8
flits (1 flit = 32 bits) to avoid excessive latency while waiting
the channel to be released. As explained in [24], buffer depth
beyond this limit does not produce any further performance,
but leads to overhead in power and area.

C. Digital Receiver Architecture

As shown in the lower part of Fig. 3, the receiver is com-
posed of blocks: DFE channel compensation, DESER(8:32),
and one DESER(1:32) and TDS per code Cj . Each DESER
is associated with a 32-bit register to store the flit before
to be read by the router. All channel compensation blocks
(DFE, TDS Cj) receive eight 4-bit words in parallel from
the ADC. Furthermore, these blocks are only activated during
the network configuration phase according to communication
requirements. For the unicast/broadcast mode, the DFE and
associated DESER(8:32) blocks are activated for channel
compensation. For the parallel channel access mode, the TDS
blocks are configured by the controller with allocated Cj .
A TDS block consists of several correlators to act against
multi-path interference existing in the CIR. Each TDS block
is associated with a particular 8-bit channelization code Cj

to allow for parallel communications. The data received from
these blocks is deserialized in the respective DESER blocks
(complexity similar to the SER) and saved into the 32-bit reg-
isters. Then, a signal is immediately sent to the router/switch
indicating the register state.



VII. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION

An end-to-end wireless communication system has been
implemented for performance simulation and hardware syn-
thesis. The effectiveness of this architecture is estimated under
unicast/multicast conditions in presence of multi-path interfer-
ence, as described in Section IV. The system under study is
simulated using MATLAB assuming perfect synchronization
to estimate the bit error rate (BER) performance. Then, the
digital transceiver architecture is modeled in C/C++ for High-
Level Synthesis (HLS). The design is synthesized from C
to RTL by Catapult HLS (V10.8) and to the gate level by
Synopsys Design Compiler (V2015.06-SP5). A 28-nm FDSOI
technology library is used during hardware synthesis as a
target with a supply voltage of 1 Volt. Finally, the full
transceiver design was validated by simulation from the C/C++
model down to the gate level using ModelSim and SCVerify.

A. Bit Error Rate Evaluation

The end-to-end system modeled in MATLAB considers
a half-duplex communication and consists of four wireless
interfaces (i.e., N = 4 clusters) configured for single or
parallel communication. The channelization codes used during
parallel channel access are orthogonal Hadamard codes on
8 bits, supporting up to 7 parallel channels. The channel
model employed in the simulations is a two-ray time-invariant
frequency-selective channel with AWGN. The modulation
scheme simulated is coherent OOK. The simulated model
considers the quantization noise added in the demodulation
process by a 4-bit ADC at the receiver side. Finally, the
average BER is estimated by Monte-Carlo simulation with a
confidence interval of 95%. Simulation results are reported
in Fig. 5 for single and parallel channel configurations. Their
effectiveness is contrasted with the single channel simulated
BER of OOK with multi-path using α = 0.6 (60%), and with-
out multi-path channel (OOK Theory in Fig. 5). As reported
in [20], OOK without channel compensation is practically
unsuitable for communications facing multi-path interference.

Firstly, the DFE and TDS compensation techniques are
compared considering the unicast/broadcast mode (S.Ch. DFE
and S.Ch. TDS in Fig. 5). The results indicate that with
an SNR of 15 dB, both techniques yield to 10−7 BER,
improving performance compared with OOK without compen-
sation channel and nearly reaching the limits of OOK theory.
However, contrary to DFE, the data rate of the TDS scheme is
divided by the code size. Consequently, in this mode, the DFE
configuration provides higher data rate with improved SNR
compared to TDS and thus produces a good BER performance
for the single channel access mode.

Secondly, the effectiveness of TDS in the parallel channel
access mode was tested with the same channel interference
used in previous analysis. Two and three parallel communi-
cations were configured to evaluate the system performance
(2-P.Ch. and 3-P.Ch. TDS in Fig. 5). These configurations are
representative for multiple-unicast, many-to-one and all-to-one
communication patterns of the parallel mode for the network

topology shown in Fig. 4. In both cases, the results highlight
that the channel is compensated even though more than one
transmitter is transmitting data at the same time. However,
due to ADC limitations and Multiple Access Interference,
the SNR increases by 1.5 dB and 2.5 dB compared with
single channel access, respectively for two and three parallel
channels. This parallel mode brings significant benefits in
terms of communication energy and latency, compared to
multiple single channel accesses on different time slots. The
energy efficiency and the decrease in latency will perfectly
scale with the number of clusters, which demonstrates the
potential of our adaptive transceiver for a large number of
cores.
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Fig. 5. Demodulation performance BER scaling according to SNR for the
considered techniques with α = 60%.

B. Synthesis Results and Discussion

The architecture depicted in Fig. 3 has been synthesized
from C/C++ using HLS and logic synthesis. Most elements
are clocked at 1.25 GHz, except a low complexity SER(8:1)
block that was designed at 10 GHz. Data interfaces with the
router/switch have 32-bit width. Synthesis results of the blocks
of the wireless interface are summarized in Table I. The total
power consumption of each component reports both static
and dynamic power consumed. Nevertheless, the static power
represents less than 1% of the total power, mainly thanks to
the 28-nm FDSOI low-leakage technology. Therefore, unused
blocks after network configuration do not represent significant
power consumption. The proposed WI consumes 3.27 mW
and occupies 1556.41 μm2 for four clusters. These values
consider all the elements corresponding to the architecture
shown in Fig. 3, disregarding the RF, ADC and router/switch.

Based on [23], Table I also provides area and power for
the ADC block and for a low-power OOK RF transceiver.
The ADC block may be considered as a drawback in our
architecture, since it consumes the bulk of area and power of
the WI. However, any digital filter or channel compensation
technique requires this block to perform corrections. The ADC
architecture needed in this type of WiNoC is a parallel one, as
mentioned in Section VI. This allows to decrease the frequency
of digital filters and therefore to reduce power consumption.



Therefore, to push the performance limits of wireless links
in WiNoC, the use of an ADC is mandatory. This opens for
relevant research to build new ADC designs dedicated to the
WiNoC context.

The proposed solution, which considers all mandatory el-
ements into the digital WI part including the compensation
techniques, represents less than 1% (10%) of the total WI
area (power). Furthermore, the solution proposed in this paper
improves by 67% the power consumption of the technique pre-
sented in [25] without any channel compensation. Moreover,
our adaptive approach provides on-chip communication with a
reliability near to the limit of the OOK theory, both for single
unicast and parallel multicast/broadcast configurations.

TABLE I
SYNTHESIS RESULTS (AREA AND POWER CONSUMPTION) OF THE

WIRELESS INTERFACE ARCHITECTURE USING 28-NM FDSOI.

WI Block Area (μm2) Power (mW)
DSSS encoder 52 0.07
DFE block 7.34 0.0023
TDS decoder 93.69 0.11
Serializer 32:1:8 (1.25 Gbps) 270 0.27
Serializer 8:1(10 Gbps) 94 1.15
Deserializer 8:32-bit (1.25 Gbps) 189 0.33
Deserializer 1:32-bit (1.25 Gbps) 221 0.37
Total Adaptive WI (N = 4) 1556.41 3.27
4-bit ADC [23] 9000 16
OOK Transceiver [26], [27] not specified 10

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

WiNoC communication technology is expected to overcome
limitations of conventional wired communications. However,
communication reliability through a realistic wireless channel
still remains an unexplored area in the state of the art. Further-
more, due to, e.g., the cache coherence protocols supported by
on chip interconnection networks, various multicast/broadcast
scenarios are important to be considered during the wireless
interface design of WiNoCs. As a consequence, in this paper,
we propose an adaptive digital transceiver using channel com-
pensation techniques for single and multiple parallel channel
access modes. Our study demonstrates the significant reliabil-
ity improvement of an OOK scheme facing a channel with
high dispersion.

The area (power) overhead of the adaptive digital transceiver
for a four-cluster receiver is only 1556.41μm2 (3.27mW),
which represents less than 1% (10%) of the wireless interface.
Therefore, the gain in performance of our proposed scheme is
significant at the cost of a very low area/power overhead. In
addition, unlike an error-correcting code, our solution offers
more throughput and less latency when the number of clusters
sharing the wireless channel increases (parallel mode), as well
as in unicast/broadcast mode.
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